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INTRODUCTION

This book is intended to help students about to take examin-
ations at the GCE 'O' level in Mathematics. The questions
are drawn from both the University of London and the
Associated Examining Board's papers. These Boards have
given their kind permission for reproduction of their quest-ions in this text, however we must point out that this
in no way implies that the solutions given are the respons-
ibility of either Board. The solutions are the sole respons-
ibility of the author.

The format of the book is specifically structured so that
students may read and attempt questions before referringto the suggested answer. In this respect it is a useful
self testing program.

The author of this text is a long standing member of the
teaching profession specialising in Mathematics and Statis-
tics. Prior to entering the profession many years agohe was an engineer and thus his experience in the appliedfield is invaluable.
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uestion

1. A bank offers two schemes of investment. Scheme A paystax-free interest of 8%. Scheme B pays interest of 12%
on which tax at 30% has to be paid. A man has £1000to invest. Calculate his income, after tax, under the twodifferent schemes.

The graph of y = x + 4 has a minimum point for x > 0.
x

Calculate the coordinates of this minimum point. (You
are not required to verify that it is a minimum point.)

(i) Solve the equation x? + ux - 0.

(ii) Solve the equation x“ + ux + 1 = 0, giving youranswers correct to one decimal place.

The vertices of the quadrilateral PQRS have coordinates
P(0,1), Q(1,3), R(3,5) and S(5,6).

(a) Write down the volumn vectors which represent>
QR and PS and State a geometrical relationshipbetween QR and PS.

(b) Write down the column vectors which represent
PO and RS and show that PQ = RS.

(No credit will be given for constructions or drawingson graph paper.)

Rationals, Q

Irrationals, P

/continued….
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5. (Continued)

The Venn diagram shows the set of all real numbers, which
are either rational or irrational.

(a) Copy the diagram and put into it both the set of
integers, I, and the set of natural numbers, N.

(b) For each of the following numbers, state all of
the sets, using the letters I, N, P, Q, to which each
belongs: (i) 1 , (ii) 3 1/7, (iii) 4, (iv) -4.

ef
35-
30-

“

25-
20-
15- Rent
10- Food
5- Fuel

i i f a familyThe bar chart illustrates the weekly expenditure o
on rent, food and fuel. Sketch a pie chart to represent
this information, marking the size of the angle in each
sector.

Make b the subject of the formula

m (a - b)
a+b

8. The distances of the planets Mercury and Neptune from
the sun are approximately 6 x 107 km and 4.5 x 10° km
respectively.

Continued.….

10.

(Continued)

(a) Find, in standard form, the value of

distance of Neptune from the sundistance of Mercury from the sun

(b)—Given that the speed of light is 3 x 10° km/s, find,in minutes, the time taken for light to travel fromthe sun to Neptune.

A man stands on horizontal ground with his feet 50 mfrom the base of a vertical tower. He observes the angleof elevation of the top of the tower to be 129 and theangle of depression of the base of the fower to beFind, in metres correct to one decimal place, the heightof the tower.

In January 1980 a man decided to buy a car for £5000.During the year he travelled 19,000 km at an averagepetrol consumption of 8.1 litres per 100 km. Petrol cost29p per litre, insurance cost £105 for the year, servicingcharges were £17 and £35 and he had to replace 2 tyresat £16.50 each. At the end of the year he sold the carfor 85% of its cost price. Find the total cost of his motor-ing for the year and calculate, to the nearest 0.1p, thecost per kilometre.

If he had not bought the car he would have had to travelto work by bus and train. Assuming that he works for230 days in the year and every day he buys a return busticket for 80p and a return train ticket for £1.30, findthe yearly cost of travelling to work by bus and train.
For his holiday he would have to buy 2 adult train ticketsat £32 each and two children's tickets at half price. Hefurther estimates that other travel, that is shopping, week-end trips, etc, would cost, on average, £4 per week fora 52 week year.

Find the total cost of travel by train and bus for the year.By how much does the cost of running a car for the year
Continued.……
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10. (Continued)

11.

12°

exceed the cost of using bus and train? Express this excess
cost as a percentage, to 2 significant figures, of the cost
of running the car.

In an election, with just 2 candidates, x voters voted for
candidate A and 30 voted for candidate B. If a voter
is to be picked at random, write down an expression for
the probability that a voter will be picked who voted for
candidate A.

In a second election, with the same 2 candidates, there
were 30 more voters altogether but 4 fewer voted for
candidate A. If, again, a voter is to be picked at random,write down an expression for the probability that a voter
will be picked who voted for candidate A.

Given that the first probability is twice the second prob-
ability, form a quadratic equation in x.

Hence find the value of x.

(a) Show that the point with coordinates (3,4) lies on
the curve with equation y = x* - 32 + 4. Calculate
the gradient of the curve at this point.

(b) A hydrogen atom consists of an electron and a
proton. In appropriate units, the energy E of the
atom is given by

léc k
ET - 2 pri

x
(x # 0)

where k is a non-zero constant and x is the (variable)
distance between the electron and the proton.
Show that E has a turning point when x -# .

For this value of x, determine the energy of the
atom in terms of the constant k. Show that this
energy is negative.

13. À function f is defined by fix + 3x - x?

l47(5)

for all values ofXe

(i) Calculate the coordinates of the points where thegraph of, y = f(x) cuts the x-axis. Make a quickfree-hand sketch of the graph.
(ii) Evaluate

>

L, f(x)dx.
(ii)—With reference to the graph of y = f(x), explainbriefly why it is possible to have a value of b (whereb = 3) for which

b

5. f(x)dx = 0

Find this value of b.

(iv) By considering the symmerry, of (the graph of, yy = f(x) over the interval -2 < x <3, find the valueof a for which
3

{ f(x)dx = 0

The diagram represents part of the curve
RSA BeÀ; (RP

# 4
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14.

15.

16.

(Continued)

(i) Write down the value of the x coordinate of
Ps

(ii) Evaluate the area bounded by the curve and
the x-axis.

(b) The equation of a curve is

y =v2k715 SxF <e
Calculate the acute angle between the x-axis and
the tangent to the curve at the point (2,-6).

Draw the graph of y = 4 = x for values of x from x =

-3 to 3, taking 2 cm to represent 1 unit on each axis.

Using the same scales and axes draw the graph of the
line ÿ\= x 2.
Mark the intersections of the line and the curve as P and
Q.

(a) Write down and simplify the equation in x whose
solutions are given by the intersections of the curve
and the line. From your graphs obtain the solutions
of this equation.

(b) Calculate the area completely enclosed between
the curve y = 4 - @ and the line PQ.

Find the coordinates of the turning points on the curve

y =x} + tail,
and determine in each case whether the point is a maximum
or a minimum point.

Find the gradient of the curve at the point P(3,1) and
hence find the coordinates of another point on the curve
at which the tangent is parallel to the tangent at P.

10

El

17.

18.

The results of an experiment to investigate how a quantityP is related to a quantity W were recorded as follows:
P 0.8 1.5 1.8
W 19.5 33.5 32:7

2.0

43.5
2,5

33.5

Plot these points on a graph, taking 4 cm to representone unit on the P-axis, taken across the squared paper,and 4 cm to represent 10 units on the W-axis.

Show that P and W could be connected by a law of theform ;

W = aP+b,
where a and b are constants.
values of a and b.

Use your graph to estimate

Find also from your graph the value of P when W = 50;

The value of P corresponding to W = 30 is increased by50%. Find from your graph the value of W correspondingto this increased value of P.

Calculate a likely value for W when P = 10.

The table gives the time of sunrise in London on the 22nd
day of each month of the year.
December 08 04 hours
January 07 53 hours
February 07 02 hours
March 06 00 hours
April 04 51 hours
May 03 59 hours
June 03 42 hours
July 04 08 hours
August 04 55 hours
September 05 44 hours
October 06 34 hours
November 07 28 hours
December 08 04 hours

Continued….



18.

19.

(Continued)

Using a scale of |! cm to represent 1! month across the
page and 2 cm to represent 1 hour after midnight up the
page, draw a graph to show how the time of sunrise varies
throughout the year.

Taking the year to consist of 12 months of 30 days each,
it is approximately true that, d days after December 22nd,
the sun rises t minutes after midnight, where

t = 360 + 124 cos d°.

Using this formula

(i) find, to the nearest minute, the time of sunrise
when d = 133,

(ii) find a value of d, correct to the nearest integer,
when the sun rises at 0520 hours,

(iii) find the probability that, on a day chosen at random
during the period 22nd December to 22nd June,
the sun will rise before 0520 hours.

The information below gives details of three journeys,
all made on the same day, along a motorway which runs
from West to East.

Page 19. (Continued) Page
13 Fig. 1! represents a simple map of the routes taken bycoach A, the car and coach B.

! > Coach A travelling East | > H
|

|—é travelling West _—H———
! '

é—€——{Coach B travelling west H———————
T ;

I ! [

lg _60km pécokm— € 90kmFF PE —>
West Penton Redley Eastend or end ofmotorway motorway

FIG !-

Coach A stopped at Penton service station, whilst coachB stopped at Redley service station.

Assuming that the three vehicles moved at steady speeds,draw, with Common axes, ‘ graphical ‘illustrations of the14 Journeys, taking 2 cm to represent 20 minutes on the time

Means of Starting|Time of Stopping Time of
transport point entering time reaching the

motorway end of the
motorway

Coach A West end| Noon 12.50 pm 2.45 pm
of the to
motorway 1.05 pm

Car East end Noon - 2.00 pm
of the
motorway

Coach B East end|12.30 pm| 1.40 pm 3.00 pm
of the to
motorway 1.50 pm

Continued.…….

axis and 2 cm to represent 20 km on the distance axis.Mark the time axis as "Number of minutes after noon"and the distance axis as "Number of kilometres from theWest end of the motorway".

By marking your graphs clearly,use them to estimate,
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

where you take readings,
as accurately as possible:

the time at which coach A and the car were thesame distance from the West end of the motorway,
the distance from the East end of the motorwaywhen coaches A and B passed each other,
the distance between the coaches at the time whencoach A and the car passed each other,

the time at which the coaches were the greatestdistance apart whilst both were travelling on the
motorway.



20.

21

Page
In Fig. 2, O is the centre of a circle of radius 9 cm, ABD 15% 21.
is a straight line, the angle BOD = 48‘ and the angle
BAO = 28°.

5
€SSs

A

FIG:‘2.

(i) Calculate the length of the minor arc BCD.

(ii) Calculate the area of the sector BODC.

(iii)|Show that the angle ABO = 114°.

(iv)—Calculate the length of AO.

(v) Calculate the length of AN, where N is the mid-
point of BD.

(Take T to be 3.142.)

: ; , 22.In Fig. 4, AB is a diameter of the circle, PAB is a straight 1

line and PT is the tangent at T.

Continued….

(Continued)

locm 21;

FIG. 4.

If the angle ABT is x°, calculate, in terms of x, the anglesBAT, ATP and APT.

Given that PA = 4 cm and PT = 10 cm calculate
(i) the length PB,

(ii) the radius of the circle,
(iii) the ratio of the area of triangle PAT to the areaof the triangle PTB,

(iv) by using similar triangles, or otherwise, the ratioof the length of TA to the length of BT.

In Fig. 5, O is the position of an observer on the horizontalplane OPQ. The observer is watching an aircraft whichIS flying due east at a constant speed of 400 km/h andat a constant height of 2000 m.
When the aircraft is at A, it is due north of O and itsangle of elevation from O is 29°.

Continued….
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22. (Continued) Page#23.

17
direction of flight of the aircraft

A 8
—

/

2 f (Ch
20 Q

>.»
oO

2e 24,

FIG. 5:

23.

Calculate the distance OP.
;Later, when the aircraft is at B, its angle of elevation

from O is 26°. Calculate the bearing of the aircraft from
O at this instant.

àFind the distance AB and hence deduce the time, in seconds
to the nearest second, between the two observations.

The summit of the mountain Helvellyn is approximately
1000 m above sea level and the village church gate at
Patterdale is 180 m above sea level. The summit is 6
km in a straight line from the church gate.
(a) Calculate, to the nearest degree, the angle of eleva-

tion of the summit from the church gate.
Continued.….

25e

(Continued)

(b) The actual walking distance to climb the mountain
is 81/2 km and good walkers reach the summit in
21/2 hours. Calculate the average speed.

(c) The formula ah33" 200
has been proposed for calculating mountain climbingtimes, where t is the time in hours, d the walkingdistance in km, and h the height to be climbed
in metres. Use this formula to calculate the time,to the nearest minute, to climb Helvellyn from
Patterdale church gate.

(d) Rearrange the formula to express h in terms of
the time and the walking distance.

(a) In a parallelogram ABCD, AB = 8 cm, BC = 6 cmand the angle ABC = 117°17'. Calculate the lengthof the diagonal AC and the size of the angle BAC.

(b) A ship steams 7 km East from a position P to a
position T. From T the ship changes course to060? and travels in this direction for 10 km to a
position X. From X the ship changes course againand _travels 15 km South to Y. From Y the shipreturns to the position P.

(i) Draw a sketch to illustrate the above inform-
ation, marking the posttions P;, T, X and Y.

(ii) Calculate the bearing of the position P from
the position Y.

Two lightships A and B are situated at sea 30 miles apart,both on a bearing of 254 ° from a point P on land. The
lightship B is 28 miles from P.

Continued….
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25.

26.

(Continued)

A ship X is steaming in a direction of 344 along a line
equidistant from A and B, so that it will pass between
them.

Find, to the nearest tenth of a degree, the bearing of
X from P, when X is 28 miles from B and before X has
reached AB.

Find also the distance, to the nearest mile, of X from
P at this time.

In the diagram, T is the point of intersection of the chords
PR and SO of acircle* "PT = 4 em, TR = 2? cm and TS
=13/€me

(a) Prove that the length of TQ is 2 2/3 cm.

(b) Prove that APTS is similar to AQTR.

(c) Given that the area of APTS is 3 cm“, find the
area of AÂQTR.

(d) Find the value of the ratio

area of APTQ
area of ARTS

/

E

The four triangles AOB, BOC, COD and DOE are all similar,and OA = | cm, OB = 2 cm.

(a) Find, in cnf , the area of the whole figure.
(b) E the length, in cm correct to one decimal place,

of BE.

(c) Prove that BC is parallel to ED.

(d) Find, to the nearest degree, the size of the angleBED.

Page
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28.
m
x

Z
m

3 ve"
The side of the square PQRS is of length m + n. Points
W, X, Y, Z are taken on the sides PQ, QR, RS, SP respect-
ively such that

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

PW = QX = RY = SZ = m.

Prove that AQXW is congruent to ARYX.

Prove that /_WXY is a right angle.

Give reasons why WXYZ is a square.

Write down, in terms of m and n, the areas of
square PQRS and of APWZ.

By considering the areas of the squares and the
triangles, verify that WX? = m° + n°.

Given that WY = 4m, calculate the value of the
ration : m.

29. (a) In Fig. 4, the circle, centre O, has a radius of 10cm
and AB is a chord of the circle with the angle AOB
= 120°. The mid points of the chord AB and the
minor arc AB are C and D respectively.

Continued.….

Page

23 29. (Continued) Page

FIG. 4.

Calculate the area contained b
| etween th i

lines AC, CD and the minor arc AD. T°
(Take T to be 3.142.)

(b) Calculate, to the nearest 10 km

() the shorter distance from Birmingham (53°
N, 2 W) to the North Pole, measured alongthe meridian through Birmingham,

(ii) the radius of the circle of latitude 53° N.

(iii) ou quirhosl distance along this circle of lati-
ude, rom Birmingham trare g o Amsterdam (53

30. ; : ;0. In Fig. 23, ABC a triangle in which AB = 5 cm, BC = 238 cm and the angl agegle ABC = 97°54'. In the rectAE = 24 cm and the diagonals meet at M. 7Calculate
(a) the length of AC,
(b) the size of angle ACB,
(c) the length of AM,
(d) the size of angle DME.

Continued.….



30. (Continued) ë Page

23

FIG. 3.

31. 26

Figure a shows a space capsule which consists of a portion
of a cone whose parallel plane ends are circles of radii
2 metres and r metres, joined to a hemisphere of radius
2 metres. In Figure b, ACDEB is the cross-section of
the complete cone of which the portion BCDE is the cross-
section of the upper portion of the capsule. Given that

Continued.….

. (Continued)

the height of AX of the complete cone is 6 metres, find,
by using similar triangles, the height AY, in terms of r,
of the small cone whose cross-section is ABC.

Show that the volume of the portion of the cone whose
cross-section is BCDE is (8T -T P)m3.

Given that this volume is equal to the volume of the hemi-
sphere, calculate the value of r correct to 2 decimal places.

Taking the value of r to be 1.4 and 1 as 3.14, find, in
m° to 3 significant figures, the volume of the whole space
capsule.

A closed cylindrical can, of base radius r cm and height
h cm, is to be constructed to hold 400 cm“. Write down
an expression for h in terms of r and show that the total
area, A cm? , of sheet metal required to make the can
is given by

A - 7 ar + #2
Find À andh ki 3.14, fi ignifi

de
nd hence, taking T as 3.14, find, to 2 significant

figures, the value of r which makes À a minimum.

For this value of r find the value of h:r.

A student has a total of 126 marks in x tests. In the next
two tests he has 9 marks and 8 marks respectively. Find,
IN terms of x, his average number of marks per test for

(i) the first x tests,
(ii) the (x + 2) tests.

If his average for the first x tests was one greater than
his average for the (x + 2) tests, use the results of (i)
and (ii) to form an equation and, hence, find the valueor.

Continued.….
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33.

34,

35.

(Continued)

Another student has an average of 13.5 marks for thefirst (x + 1) tests, but his mark on the last test gave him
à final average of 14 marks for the (x + 2) tests. What
was his mark on the last test?

(a) Add together the two fractions

“Le 4 suls1%
and simplify your answer.

(b) Soive the equation

2x-14
8x-15-x 2 1,

giving your answers correct to one decimal place.
(c) Sketch the graph of

y».6x +1,
Show clearly on your graph the coordinates of the
points where the graph cuts the x-axis.

P

Continued….
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30

35. (Continued)

The diagram shows the graph of

y =x3+32-4
The graph cuts the y-axis at P, cuts the x-axis at Q andtouches the x-axis at R.

(a) Find the coordinates of P.

(b) Given that Q is the point (1,0),
of R.

find the coordinates

(c) Find the coordinates of the two points on the curvewhere the gradient is 9.

- (a) Solve the equation 5x? - 13x - 7 -

(d) If T is the point (0, -9), find the area of AQTR.

° It is given that p = a - b and q = bp + p?,

(i) find the values of p and q when a = 2 and b =-3.

(ii) By substituting (a - b) for p in the expression(bp + p?), and simplifying the result, show thata formula for qd, in terms of a and bp; is
q = a(a - b).

(ii) When q = 12 and b_- -1/3 show that q =
can be expressed as 6a? + 2a - 3 - 0.

a(a - b)

(iv) Solve the equation 6a2 + 2a - 3 - 0, giving eachanswer correct to two decimal places.

O0 giving youranswer to two decimal places.
(b) Express m-12 + , as a single fraction(m-3)(m+3) 2(m-3)

in its lowest terms.

Continued….
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37.

38.

33.

(Continued)

(c) Given that
a = b-c

b+c
(i)  calculate a when b = 17 and c = 8.
(ii) express c in terms of a and b.

A car and a lorry travel in the same direction along a
motorway. The car travels at a constant speed ‘of x km/h
and the speed of the lorry, which is also constant, is 30
km/h slower than that of the car.

Write down, in terms of x, expressions for

(a) the speed, in km/h, of the lorry,

(b) the time taken, in hours, by the car to travel 20km,

(c) the time taken, in hours, by the lorry to travel
20km.

The car takes 6 minutes less than the lorry to cover the
distance of 20 km. Write down an equation which x must
satisfy and show that it simplifies to

x? - 30x - 6000 = 0

Solve this equation, giving your solutions correct to one
decimal place, and hence find the speed of the lorry.

(a) In an examination, the lowest and highest marks
were 36 and 61 respectively. In order to change
any mark, y, into a new mark, N, the formula
N = y - 36) was used. Calculate the lowest and
highest mark on the new scale and the mark which
remained unchanged.

(b) By setting out each step of working clearly, show
that the equation 4x" + 12x - 11 = O results from
simplifying (2x + 3)*= 20.

Continued….

Page 39. (Continued)

Hence, or otherwise, solve the equation2 ParUx*+ 12x - 11 = O, giving your answers correctto two decimal places.

Solve the equations

p - 2q = 3,

pq = 2

The total cost, C pence, of manufacturing a cubicalblock of side x centimetres is represented by theformula C = ax + bx2. Given that the cost of manu-facturing a block of side 2 cm is 4 pence and ablock of side 4 cm is 14 pence, form two equationsIn a and b and hence find the values of a and b.
Also, find the cost of manufacturing one of thblocks of side 6 cm. 5 f D

32

Æuo. (a)

33

(b)

(FE

(ii)

34;

On ‘Squared paper using a scale of 1 cm to represent1 unit, draw axes to show values of x from -10to +10 and values of y from O to +10. Draw andlabel the triangle ABC where A, B and C are thepoints (5,0), (10,0) and (10,5) respectively.
The images of the triangle ABC under transform-p represented by the matrices P and Q areriangles A,B i iI C1 and A,B2C, respectively. Given

Gun) 3.4PNY aid 4 Pa 5

find, d» draw and label A, B,C, and ABC,
diagram, taking care to label each vertex correctly.

on your

Describe fully the single transformation representedby Q. (Any value that you need in your descriptionshould be taken from your diagram.)
Continued….
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ul.

42.

43.

(Continued)

(iii) Find the inverse matrix p7! and hence determine
the matrix X such that XP = Q.

Describe fully the single transformation represented
by X.

In this question use a scale of 2 cm to represent 1! unit
on each axis, taking values of x from -l to +7 and values
of y from -5 to +5.

Draw on graph paper AABC, where A, B, C are respectively
the points (2,2), (6,2) and (6,4).

The transformation E is an enlargement about the point
(4,0) with scale factor -1/2. The transformation R is a
rotation through 180 ° about the point (3,0).

Construct the images of A ABC under the transformations
E, R, ER and RE marking your diagram carefully to dis-
tinguish the 4 images.

Describe in words the single transformation T such that
TRE'= ER:

Write down the matrix of the transformation S such that
SRE = I, where I is the identity transformation, and describe
in words the transformation S.

The points A(1,l), B(5,1) and C(3,2) are joined to form
A ABC.

(a) On graph paper, using ! cm to a unit, and putting
the origin in the lower left corner of the paper,
draw AABC.,

(b) Calculate the coordinates of the vertices of AA'B'C!',
which is formed by transforming—AABC using the
matrix

2 -l
1 2

Continued.….

(Continued) Page
(c) Draw AA'B'C' on the same graph. 38

(d) Calculate the coordinates of the vertices of AA"B"C"
which is formed by transforming AA'B'C' usingthe matrix

2 1

-1l 1

(e) 0 À A"B"C" on the same graph and state the
scale facto Îre r of the enlargement from A ABC to

(f) State the ratios of the areas of the three triangles.

» À binary operation * is defined on the set 39

Ss= {tn,8)ir, p0,0 < à < a
such that

(a,b)*(c,d) = (ac, b © d)

where (4) represents addition modulo 360.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Evaluate (2, 120)*(3, 300).

Evaluate (a,b)*(1,0). What does this suggest about
(1,0)? ge

Evaluate Eat; » 360 - q) and hence write down
the inverse of (2/3, 170).

Find r and © if (r,0)*(3,70) = (6,30).

Find r and all possible values of © if

[ (r,0)*(r,0)*(r, 6) ] = (8,0).



45.

46.

A motorist turns left with probability 1/2 and turns right
with probability 1/2 whenever he comes to a T-junction.
The motorist sets off from town A in the following road
system so that the probability he will go to B is 1/2 and
the probability he will go to C is 1/2, as shown.

(a) Make a copy of the diagram, and mark on it the
probabilities that he will reach D, E, F, G, H, I
and J.

(b) Explain why the sum of the last four probabilities“in (a) should be 1.

(c) Another motorist turns left with probability q and
turns right with probability p, so that on the same
road system, we would write p by B and q by C.

State the probabilities that- this second motorist
reaches (i) D, (ii) E, (iii) F.

(d) Work out-(p + q)?” and show that this is the same
as the sum of your three answers to (c).

Six functions are defined by

1: X *X, 1: x05; 14% gix+2,
hsx=#+{#}-=, jix #5 Qu, sediapon 2e
(a) Copy and complete the combination table below.

(Note that for fg, f appears in the left column
and g in the top row and fg = h.)

Continued.….

46. (Continued)
Page

i f Es 4h j k

i i Î 2h j k
Î fÎ i Bye
81. 84 1 dkh th etes 1?

j j Eusiardit 4

k[k 1(b) State the identity function.

(c) State the inverse functions for (i) j, (ii) k.
(d) Use the table to simplify

(i) (fg)h, (ii) f(gh).

7. In the regular hexagon OPQRST, OP - pandOT 1. 42
Express PT in terms of p and t and show that
(a) PS - 2t,

(b) OS=-p+2t.
Given that PX -— 2/3 PT, show that X lies on OS and find
the val ONvalue of xs

8. Sets are defined as follows: 43

VELUX

1e

A

cars in a certain car parkred cars
cars not made in Great Britain
cars with automatic transmission
cars with a rear door (hatchbacks")
cars with engines of more than 2 litres capacitycars with sunshine roofs

Continued….



48.

49.

(Continued)

Write sentences, not using set language, to express the
following statements:

Ga FA H=E
8). #HnAR-H
(c) AU M=A

Express the following statements in set language:

(d) None of the red cars has both automatic trans-
mission and a sunshine roof.

(e) Only cars made in Great Britain have engines of
more than 2 litres.

(f) All the cars not made in Great Britain have sun-
shine roofs.

. (Continued)

A council is replacing its fleet of buses. It has been agreed
that there must be at least 50 new buses and that the
number of double decker buses must not be less than half .

the number of single decker buses.

The council buys x single decker and y double decker buses.

(i) Write down two inequalities (other than x > O0,

y > 0) which satisfy the above conditions. Using
a scale of 2 cm to represent 10 buses, illustrate
these inequalities on squared paper. Shade the
unwanted regions.

The seating capacity for a single decker is 40, for a double
decker it is 60.. The council decides.to buy enough buses
to have a total seating capacity of exactly 2400.

(ii) Write down and simplify the equation which satisfies
this condition. On your diagram draw the graph
of the line which has this equation.

Continued.….

Page
(iii) Mark with small circles the possible ordered pairs 44(x,y) which satisfy all the conditions in (i) and (ii).

A double decker bus requires two crewmen, a single decker
only one.

(iv) Find the minimum number of men reauiequiredthe new fleet of buses. var
Taking a scale of 2 cm to represent one unit on the x- 45
axis and 1 cm to represent one unit on the y-axis and
using the same axes for both graphs, draw, for -2< x < 3,the graphs of the functions

1: N°54 2;
81,54 x74

Copy and complete the statements
EF 1x4 doteGad CS 4 Éd

Using thécsardé scales and axes d
functions gf(x) and f-!(x). 0”Find from your graphs the values of x for which
(a) gf(x) = f(x),

bb200



4)

(e)

T.

She man Invests £ 1000, his 1ncome :-
(Aa) Scheme A GG) Scheme 8
8% of 1000 12% of 1000
= & 1090 =/2 oé /000Fes ve oo *

= # 80 sé /20JACOME =.
After Lax, Be recerves

100% — 30% = 708 2/ À120

= 70 x À£1200=84Income
Me graph has êhe equation <—  J= + 4a

le 4 = à 24e”
we 3 yvdæ

= 1-Hean
or min. vaike, C4 = 0

x

as
Xe = 2

JA 15 queen "hat, Jor mm. porné, x>0
min point has _X-coordmale :- x=2.

patting Ca us 4 = + Ca

9- 24%

PUA, DOInÉ Aas 4 -coordumale = f=4

LOL Vose GE BE 12

>) XI 4 AX =O 0) (34 dx + / 65

usng Jormu/a--
AS -6 + /8'_Æac

a050 05 4 2

1 XX 44)=0
X=0 or œr4-O0

where a=!, &-A,c-/= — À + V 16 -4
2

X = 044852
x = -4 22/3au172512 4/5
x. = *0-:3 or —3:7

M 0 15 the ongin, Me positon vechors of —-

7-68 = (1) 0x 0B-(;), 2-0k-(2), s= &-(5)
&® = 45 +oR = m3)+(2)= (£) > =>A2 QR and PS are parallelPo + 05 = (9)+ (8)= (2)

od-=<(8}#(3)= (5)
= 265 463 = (13) 4(2)= (?)

Pt = /1E52E vu 45

4s=- (2570 A
Ru P@ = RS (as regeurredl)——21°5155500410 +Pà

—E
RS

6) (0) TEP v
UM I77 EQ

LIT 15 1rrablsonal.
re, 377 15 ralsonal.

UD) GE QO, GET 259 6 7 5 raHonal,
an 1nleger and _nalvral.

Uv) —-GEQ a7 1e, —$ 15 rahronral
and an 1Afcger

VOL ne 8&2_ B2_3,4,5



; (a Drslance o/ Neptune from Che Son B2- Sra vor 2
ge) + Expenditere on: Distance of Mercury Fram the Sa eux 0730 Rent= £25

2

20 + Food= £35 Torm=275 = VOTE
RENT\ 000 Fvel = L 15 5 7-5x10107 FOEL ,For fe Chart , I6O represents “ b)  GLme Lahen = Distance

; 24° mn #25 Seed
= 415-x 1025x4 > ves represents 225 expendilure on spaieap7x 245 168° € LI5 $ son = "15x10" secssue 8 " £15 2 ur 2° 23 ae t ereso

Pre Chart .- 4 01025 XvO
= 250 minutes 1e 2-5 x10! mynules

a
se, -S5o

(7) 10165 RE CE -A) "
$

A +6 = S0865Lt ÿla+6)= m(a-b)
Tan 12°= A Tan 2°= £

ay + by = am -bm So por

bms by = Am-AS A = So Tan/2° DEN SD Tan 2°

5/44) a(m-4) Heuphl of lower = à +4
È 64 a(m-4ÿ) = 5012742 480 Ta 197

(m4 4) = SOC TanY2 > à Tan 25)
= 12 °37

/2 + À metres

VOL Jan #3 B2 (42 C0. dan £3 : 82 3.4



de) Purchase price of car = 5000
Petrol consumption = 12.090 x &/= 1539 libres

700
PVevo/ Cost“ =//539x 22 = L246-3/# 700 pese
7 PADEUTANCE, SETUIEING 105 #ITH35 #2(16-50)) = #90
Égyres

7otal Experdiéure — (5000 4 A46-31 4 190)=L SEIE 3
Sacome lJale oycar)= 85 x L5000 = LA250
Tahal moloring cosfs = LG6IS 31 4250) = À /IE6-3!

Cost per Ar. —mAdd60l — 473 pence (ée nmeares/ 01p)
79000

Darlg bus and brain cost = L(0-80 + 1-30)= À 2-10
Veary bus and Fram cost = LE-10 x 230 = L'AB3

Vearly holiday, 5h0gpung, weekend costs :-

2x 32) HE x 325) + (52x4)) = Z£304

Zoral mon-molorrmg Éravel COSÉS = {483 1304) =£ CEA

Cost of. molormg exceeds bus and fram costs

La L/130é 74 907
oO,- Æxcess cost = 522 x 100% = 43%01007 0008 AE (bo 2 pagSog5)

æ volers vo led Yor candrdacle À

30 ’ ” 2 e 8
(304 x) = Total number of votes cast.
PV voler casted vole Yor A) = x

(30 +X)

Jn second elecéson, (X-4) vole Vor canddate A.
(304X) 4 30 = EO#X = Tälal Voles cast

= Pl voter casted vote yor A)= x-_-4
EO#X

rom Lhe Grove Infor maétan, fa = 2/2x-4)
IOFZ GOAFX

æ ACCOLX) HE 2CX-AY 3O4X)

6OX 4 XI = 2030 — 120 4XL Aa)
EX act = 2x4 5S2x—- 240

O = x*- Ex- 240

From abich (x — 2ONT +/2)=0
X= 2007 —-/2

rE/echng X=-/2,;
wehave:- X = 20Vou

Van

83-825CostJan
83-82-9



(2) (a) we have , ÿ=x- Bac? +4
D A 31 —6X
AX

sn qradrent ab (3,4) = 3(3)- 6/3)
= 27 -—/8

==
Bb) Ve have , £=+ 12 ue Let EE

Esx "32 -hai
VE 2, 5AX —> x?

petéing us ra- .. £2& (f1A æ
E =" s1A?

Z

N.£.B. - June &1- Modern - 3

when 3xxàLe, œ(s-x)=0
ce,… = 8,0

d) Let Z=/fx) de
=(7{act Vale

Leaf
“(2- Z)- (0-0)

27
€

=_ AS
Uv) The ax/s / Syramebry

V4 =/5
he salegral 15 zero

between the limits
X= 0° and XX = 45

1s also Zero\-bélwë,

te, Æ = A5

(0) The graph cuts Lbe x-aais

Gay synmebrg ; Lhe nlegral

Che lomits X=5 amlx=3

) We have fJ-X > 3X—X*, for all X
y

2e

A
(N . $ b>3, the area beHveen

Che curve , Lhe Xx-aous , Ôbe

line x=3 and he line x-b
will be Lbeloa Lhe x-axis
and, Iherefore, curl be meqatre.

MH BE 15 such LBbal Vhys area
all be equal 40 fbe areaabove Lhe x-azx1s, de
have be case SE Sa)da=0
m Fais case,

ei (3x-xx = O

à 2 EN
sex -e)a pe

941 26 +2
"49 —24)=8
Hrom cohich, b-2=45

O

ALL. — June 81 - Modern — 5



(14)

a)  ÿ= 2x-x*
(n P has x-coordnate>O

and 4 - coora/nale = 0
PA= ; at Pad 0O-2x =

VO => (2 -2)x
1e 050 5 2

1 275 Abe porné (2,0) j

0) Area =@x-x')dao

igfé te du 21;
= (9-8)-(a-0
= Æ square vds

&) 4 = x 5ex
VU - CatatokAX

A _— gradient a” curve al AITY poraéx on Lhe carve.
= Gradiené o/ Ve dangent Lo Îhe

curve ab Lhe porné concerned
GÉRTe Eu, dE» RL ASS (aAx

al orné (2,-6) gradtent o/ fangent =3

gradient sfpa Can

! Lan == 134SN
where © = acule angle
Detneen langent and x

AE B — June #8/-A— S

15)

-3

ae.

>

+-5

@) A points oy mhlersectron,

X+2 — 4x?
Te € +x—-e2e= oO

From Traphs, the
Solutions are ‘-

x- -2,t

==
& Area unaler CUrVE

between x =-2 and a=1

=, (4-2Ddzntde
\

à T(4-6)0448)
A = A-L4E-E

—

s
= 9 sf onmbs

Area 0/ Hriangle
= æ x3x3= Sg vmuls

=
Kepuredtahaded)
drea = 9 - *

ven = sg omh

AE6 -Wu &z - 4-8



11.

06) 4= x3- 32x41 Ge resalhing graph

corre sponding 4 -coordinate lcvhen W=50, P-2-85

Ce f 15 æ sHarghl ne= 3x°-6ox . and 15 Herekre 0/
Jor Evrmmg points, Y, © Été arm

x W=aP16
ÎÂx*-€x=0 The gradient à = se,
FX (Xx- 2)=0 |

| 2 =120
Xx=+0),2 | The 1ntercep/ on Gaz

2 Ê =— 3.5CCR nd ahen X=O, 6x-6€= —6 | TEVX ets 28 eu 4 |
Jrom Lhe graph -

K|
|#4 = 0O-O+/ =! Le value >/ P when

A 30145 /°33
His 15 Increased
by SO% we have
P= 20. Ge

COrrespond/ng value
ol W= AIS
The relalronship
Lelween Pand à :-

dax point 13. L@, 4)
when X=2, CEx-é = 76

! P7mi0om ab x=E
SO

_umts

corespon dag 4- coordhnate <-

4e P=-/24/=-3
! un pornt 15 (6,-8)

do nd gradient al pornt PU3,1) we subslilute
X=3 Im 24 = Ix’-6z , 1e Gradkrené= 9ax
A Cangent paraiéel do Fhe d'angent beMmusé also have a gradsent - 2 se, 4-9DA

W= 20P +3-5
M P=10 > we

Ezpecé W= 235
Ix*-ex - 2a -/2x #3

x?-—2x-3=0
(x —3Xx+) "6
ù= 3,VJor/ à =3; {= 27-27 #/

required” Dorré 15 (3,1

Le.

ta

MEB- Nov g2= A - 9 Arcs Mn BB rfhcmrB



(8

Mours

after

midnighE

)

&

13.

Using Lbe Information quven , ce have Lhe graph

J “M APLLé J A” T ÔO N D J
Month

E&= 360’ 3 /24 cès d°
0). A= 133 ; L'= 360 + /24 cos (33°

= 275 mins. Afler ma 1dn1ghl je, O4 35 hoors

U) 05 20 hours 15 S320 mins afler adrat
I20 = FCO 4 124 cos d° (usrmg above Jermala) â

Jrom which, d= 108

(un)  22nd December — B2nd June = 6 monts = 180 days
mor time S£45) = 320 = 360 +124 cosd”

pee) cos => 320-360
/24

À = /08-8 and 25/2
 Jor quuen range of 180 days , Junrises before OSZ0

on 160-1088 = 7/ days
! Negured pro 77420406 NUE LA = 0-39

/80

Uo.L Jan 83 —- B2- 12

14.

(2)

22855 — — —— —--— —- -—-—-———— ...

[

|

100$ |

|

Ÿ

|
S

a°

Number

of

Æ'lormeires

Jrom

est

end

of

Moloraau

8
Le

26 éo 100 146 180

Nomber 0f runules affer nooninswers(Fromgraph)
@) Coaches & and & are Same dshance Xrom

Weasé end al 73 muns past noon = 1313

(6) Coaches A and & pass each olber 6 Am omWest end < E4 Lrn Vrom Last ere
(©) Distance between Be Coaches CPa) =54Am
(4) Grealest Hostonce apart (RS) ab time /65S mins

Past moon — JA 45 â

AÂL£EBE Nov 83-B-AS



15.

(20)
m Jength of minor arc BcD

— GE US 214030
8x3

702470l
@) Area of seclor BoDc = 48 x Area 27 circle

360
= Æ x /Tx 9?

vo
+, 33:53 em”

A BOD 15 1sosceses
A058 = 08D ll 1807 H8°

=65.A

AB0 +08D = /86° lady; L's on shrarghl line)
= 080 4 46° < V4uP

ABO0 = 114° nes reguured

Ov) Using Jime Rule - 94 1, = 2SinABO  Sin28°

aodn sa 0445 Gin 1/4°
Sn28°

DA (VS En
W)  ONA = 90° (Wis mmid point of base DB of

/sosce/es A 008)
… Nous 75 right a nglec
? 6

oAÀ

MEB — June 81- A - 3

= 48 x errcomberence of cire
360

16.

A
ATS& + 20° (‘angle In semi circle)

a“ BÂT + ABT = 20°
A

BAT + x°= 20°
A eBAT = 90° —X

A A
;ABT= ATP (Angle in allernate

A € £“ATP = x° vsA A a ‘APT = /80°- (ABT4ATB + ATP)
16044 X°490°4 X 0)APT=209.Ex°(4) BPx PA 7Px PT 0) AB= PB-PA

ap {1} LOXIO
Æ
25cm ‘48 = 2/

AB 15 a dameler,Ads=10-5cmAB = 25-4
#8

(mn) Area À PAT-= Lxdxhæ
A X 25XhArea A PÆ768 =

Kate À PAT : A PT6
= 4xdxh: a x25x4h

Katro = 25
Ur)  /n d's, TPA , BPT

AATP = TBP = x°
ATPA = BP°7 (common)

d's TPA, BPT Similar, 1n rabro TP:8P
Je 16 ‘25
ve 2.5

Kado T4A-81= 2°5

Ê C6 voue at 4. 8



es A
200 hm/h H

| @) Sin 6 = 520
6opo

20m .

/
; = E“(nearest olegree)

Ë C | Angle oŸ e/evalson = &°

4

2o00m

PV
7an 29°= 2000

OR &) Muerage speed = dolal distance _
|

EA
- OP= 2000 £ / Pa sas2e, ohal Lure Ep

OP = 3cOoEm

Tan 26°=— 2000 (ec) & et +2« on ps
O 55°)Q p

|

. O0 = 2000

= 3-4 Amfhour

ol = E A =
Tan 2° =, Ah=820

= 4/01 m
; 1 2e 400 820

| 3-5 2000

; Q
The Leaurg o/ = 22-838 Foors

the airrcraf} #0 2 hours 50 minutes (lo nmearest mumute)

3608 m a O 15 G1ven L4 à

,

Û angle ©

—— Cos®e = Zé05
@ AIO!

AB = PQ
LG Pylhagoras Theorem, AB ?- A10/"— 3608"

(AGE A MAI 7
Time Vo Fravel AB at 400 Am[h

= 19429 Rhoors
MOOX 1000

= JBMIX6OXEO_
00 x 1660

=> 175 secs
/& secs (Lo neurest sec)PL4é216deLada

dos June &2- Ba -12



- 20.

(24) (a) A Sem 8
(25)

6cm

D Le

dsing Cossne Route in A ABC :-
Act= AB'4BC—2.AB.80 cCos&

Bet CA 4 IEEE 6 Cos MIT!
AC4 =x V44

| Ales 0
Using Jire Rule sm LA ABC.

A A-SNA — Sn &B

BC Ac
À A

SMmA = LC.SInB
AC

CL SAUT UT
72

audi «mas

\

\

Kexerring Co Che magram a
BÉc = 254°_ 10°dc=26°23° : BÉC — Za°

Cos B= 15, 5 04 p=5T-4°xpds6&)
i 2x =gB <exé.angh of Érrangle = Sum of Opp Ink angles)

pr XQ= /0 Sin308=5 fa ° ;
10 ;

e ae = 576 ; u, À = PE-8°
6o°  MY= /5-5 = /Okm Eu >

Æ 74e A 30° æ@

a ssÏ
7æ@ = /0 cos 30°= $-66 à = 74°— 28-8° = 45.2°

& MA = T4E6CE= (S-EEL
= T4 The bearing À X from P = 160% 45-2°— 225.9°y
= Ja 4 Pay, XP= 2xmpTanod = PR —LEGE&y /0 = 2X 25 €osad

a M SÉCPE. = 2x 28 cos 28/8°
y = 49pp...

mas C 5776”
— 302 234”

Drslance O1 À Vrom à. 29560

AEB—ÿvaz 88-B - B7 ot June 82- 8B2- G



(a) From ralersectng chords lheorem,
we have PT.TR = ST.TQ

“x 2 = 3x 70

(26)

se, nn
æ@7@= £ ee)Fée = De deme: 1”(6) Consider the lriangles PTS, ATR;

a aTAS= TAR (angles in same segnen
“ Le .TIP = TA1a,7 = A Ta (vertical opposile)

ge AT 074 Smnular (in rateTR, 2)
(> Ms Êbe l'englhs o/ Lhe (wo érrangles are sn

Che ralso 3:2 ; Lhe areas are in fhe
ral 5,2 Ve. 234
7hus the area eo” ST = 2rarca of 4 PTS

_ 3a
= 2 enAGE

@) B4 Following an argument similar lo éhal 07

part (6) , fé can be shour bhat-
As PT

L£TR

Area of APT@ — 4!
Area 9 À STR 3
Area 3270 175

A rea o/ 4 RTS 9

j Syrailar (in raho A:3)

té
E

OU done 82 - B2-2

22.

(a) As d'e A0B, 80<,CoD, DOE Similar, Fhe
dour angles at 0 are equal Ke 20°
ds A0B mir yn ralbo

Boc Ao : Go= /:2
 OC= 2x08- 2x2 = dem

J
“. 0D‘MSC IS = &cm

d's

d's Boc
Cop

Similar in rats
80 :Co. = 2:4=1"2

Cop
DO£

Surilar 17 rakbro
CoO:00= 4:8 = /.2

LE = 2x0D=2xE= lécm
= +Area ACB= L(A040c)08 = #(144)2 = 5 sg omts

Are +A ECD=1(£040c)oD = (/644)8 = 60 sg ombs
Area 67 do hole Lavre S+&0 = ES sg ont

6) Dnsidering Abe r4Pht angle “rangle OBÆ and Us/ngA lbagoras, BE = fDL*S08??

= JI6%4 2°LE=J6-1em4As A08, BOC , COD ; DIE s,mlar
aMet ot = He equal angles oAB 086 sens oD£

204 # a a a aA BO, BC0y CDO , DÉO

Mow (44/8) = 180% 90° = 96°
; BC parallel % FD

(8CDd + EDe = 740 7)

“ ’ ”“

@) Tan Bu cs =O£ 76
Aa

B£&o = 7-13°
Tan DÉO-00- 8O£ 76

A
D£ÉO = 26-57°

BÉD = BL + DED

34° æ nearest degree.

LOL

me#262.14



23.

(28) CESR â T
(4) Sn LS QXW, RVK

x
2

QxX=ÆLy dgrven)

nou PAORS 15 A square- P@O=- @QR

KA = 0R-m
QW= P0-m =n

m

&) LAxw= 42e
aux = RÜY

ds À QXW 15 r19h6-angled ;

AW + QXW = 90°
… LV + dÂw = 90°

QÎW 4 RŸY + wây =/80° (ad. L's ÿ |shine. WRy= 90°

(0 By an argument similar 46 bal used 17 (a)
il can be prove Hal the À Friangles are congruent
MK = XY = VZ = ZW
and, WÂy = 20°

WKYZ 15 A square

Area of WKYZ = Wx*(@) Area PORS= (Man)
 WK'= frea PORS — À (Areu 4 frea A PWZz = 2 mn

= (mwan)*- 2mn
— SN 4 Emnysn'-2mf

eu = 74 +2

(8e) WV= 4m nou Wyÿ'= WX+XY*
1

Wyt = ZX
dim) = 2/N4 mt)
/6m'= 2n°4 2m*0 = A"

a = L7 V7

AM.01L Jan &3 - B2 — 10

A3 OXW, RYX are congruent (SA.

The shaded Area , ACO, 15 required
frea of Sector QAaDpEUpes 2x 3-142 x 10°

052-3667 °

LenssaderàACO,
A “3 À

= OC= /0 Sin 30°
… 3 OC = Sem

Ac= /0 cos 30°
AC B-6t em

Area & ACO= Lx Ac xoc
=> (65-278

Shaaeo arez = Area Sector DOAD- Area A Aco
SP -36 — 21/65
0-7 cm”

0) Dislance Yom Grrmmghar
Led Éo N°. Pole 25 egudué Lo

lenglh of arc LBN

GN (307 53°) y 2x 3-I42x 6400
IEO

4130hm Éo nearest 10 6m)É302mÉonearest10Am]@y Radivs r- 6400% COs 53°
Kao/rv5 of circle )= 3850 Eemlle nearest 10 km)
o/ labilude 53°

01) Jhe dslance Krom Grmirahha ra Ææ LasherdarAO C/rete of da loleole = Cernglé of GC
wa Arch SA blende (3--2)? - 5° al centre

= >Fes 4 LÆX 3-SHB X 3IESO

=— 340 em (Lo nearesl 1)6m)

ALE - Vone 83 - 8 - 89



25.

(30:

D

a) Length AC

AING Cossme Ruie,
we have :-
MÉPE 8348" - 2%5%6 0058

Ac* = 100
AC _=_/Oem

&) Angle Ac8

sing Sire Kule and ansuwe
Lo part (a), we have —

== Ææ
Note 97°54' Sin AËB San 97:8°

= 97-9° SinACB =5Jin97E°/0
= O-495

dés = 2907 12941 0

&) Length AM

USING Aylhagoras --
@) Angle DME

For A AMN,
AM— ANTL MN?

cMAMU ES E 4/27
ATan AMN = 52From ahich,

AM = 13 cm AMN = BE-E°
AMc = 2x224°

452?
A A

DME—AMC=AS2°

AEB — June $83-LG - 87

Conssderimg Ébe Sumiar Érrangies AYC, AXD 5

AY … 4x
La xD

DÉPOT MAMAN = Et 2 22H2

Aé1ng
Volume o/ cone A£FD= BI7Tx 2x6 = ET m°

Vcone)= 47,14"Volume / cone ABC = LTx11 31 = Tr 323

: Volume 5/ Hrustom BCDE = (ET- 773) m° y As regurred

y ..olume # dermsphere = A * € 77
77 Fbis Case, Vlhemsphere)= 2yIT x 2356 1n°5 es3ET -112® = /

*x
YNLhus, we have |3ETF - 7Tp3

3
Caeus300 = /$ = 139 2 dec places)

Volume o/ capsule Il Vol of hemsphere 4 Vol 2/ frostom
1677 3(°F + &1= Fr ) mm 3

T(6 4 8-13) m°

I

Latong = and 1.= 44
Volume of capsule = Ga 64 5 ra)Fr)

= 33 2 # (4€ 3 S1G.ftgs)CaNote. 2% Hemispheère Volume does not Grue Vhus ansuer.TS 15 because S 45 dater Ke be 1-4)

UV0L Jan t3 82 -H



27

(32) Volume o/ a cylimoer = 1h where r= base radvs (em)
h = hesghét. (em)

sn this case <— rh = A00
! 4 = 400Jr

Jurface area = 27h 4 BTF1* (curved surface + 2 ends)

“A = 27r( 200) + 27°
‘

LEE

= 27° + £a0. 2 AS regoired

0174 Boûr”

140 ANT — E00
or Va

For min A, adA -oAr

Pa
AN; = 00rr3 = 200

Ve

r =. 40 (2 SIG - J(95)

Vor this value of 1,
A + #50

ITx À
5h 5 LOC. 54

ITX/6

# 400 ° 641
= es “AT (Mas ansauer proba

acceprablI 25 : 256
== Bush

COL Jen b3 V62 = 43

28.

33) Me has a lolal of 126 marks In x lests
anaNe ” 12649148 = 143 mards 17 (X42) l'ests

0) Average marés = 126 7 testee E
(1) Muerage marés = 143

Xx+2
” “

we have 124 … 183
x œ42 = /
VEUX AE) IHI X VX CAE)
I2EX 4 BSD -IH32 = X'42X
X T4 /9 2522 ©

(x - OX X+28)=0
x 153, 25

X=-9 1 We only agpropriale Solalon.
For Lhe other shodent.

Average of 135 for (Ic+1) tests
Average af 14:09 for (042) fests =

Sabmon bis Aasl deshus

Il dolal of 13-5(X41)
“ “ I40X42)

14 0X 42) —13-S(X #1)

= / 4x +28 -13-S1-135
ee 0O:5X + IJHS

= 45445
= 12

A LB dJyne 198/ —- B- A4



29. 30.

34) a æ A 6}. 20

/4e
4 |

(48) 4
x-5 ax 11x15 x"

— 2(3-2)4 A(0-5) 2e14015-7
(x-SY3-X)

= 6-2x+4x-20 01 X7- EX 4/=0 a
(x-s5M3-x) |

ne

D, A (6 EN 36 4 (PIEPE 2 Horrmul

(x-sU3-x)
= 2(æ-7) 11 4 = GELS2

(x-sK3-4) ° 3 21462 4 = Q2 45 1 9 aæ (a)  @é 2, axs 34202 Y= O+10-4 =4
= -8 O2gestegsCoords 2/ A are (0,-4)

8) Q us point LIBAN SN 18, A soon
@ 4 = x,6 | o/ the equatson X34 3x'-ÀA =O

UsIng result of part &), (58,0) and (02,0) and , thus, C(X-1) 15 A Vachor 6/ 234 3x7 4
/re on Vhe graph. Durong XI À FacÀ By (x-1), we get

X 2 + GX +4Xl 3 48x15 4Xor max/mn ; de =0. ve 2%x-6=0 1 XYAX 44 15 Another j'actor
max/min eben X=3 and Y= 3-18415- #3. atà 1 XIyAX44=0

“ (8,-8) les on He g phafigal 70 Ce 44
we have suficrent per 7 2-4

. LS
do shekh.the graph ... K 15 the point (-2,0)

Cc) d'acent = V4 = 3x!4 exax
Ler gradsené= D ;  Ix’46€x=2

BX4 EX- D=0
x’42x-83=0

- (X—/Ux+3)=-0me A 3Gradient = I at (1,0) anel (-3,-4)
(at) SA ACes Aa= 3 , 07=9

Mrea AQTE-= {x3x9= 13% sg vmFs

7(9,- 9)

VOL dune 82- B2-8

VOL June 82- 82.13



31. 32.

(37). @)«Bey ABe — Fo
Usrng Xormuia on A = NO E— Mac

(36) fP= a-b and g= 4p +,p*

7) 2e; Ê&6=-—3 3 Paà P auéb>AE 5,6 = 4856 15-7
/den L7 27 68);<22

|

: = 139 2 vie 70°. 17354758
and g = (835 458" |

70 70

Ÿ 4 = —/5 425 =10 LE 3006 0, 10 RE

// = (46 + 2)7 avis (6) _/M-12 sa{= bla-6) 4 (a-6)°
| (a 3X7743) 2cm-3)

; @ = ab-b",a'-2ab+b"
Le 8 mA 100 AOES ORNE)" B/-3X7743lg AAa-6, as regusred

sé:SC
HéE1+A0RUn Jor g=% ;6=-4, ben g = AcCA-6) can be avril 230748)

= = AlAa+ 4)
| ad00/5 + S (7-32

P(m- 3 POPI-3X 7743)
malkplying L4 6 cu Ga? + 2a Ce NH ) 'ESGat4 2a-3=0,45 reçu ui

2(7742)

2 U (co) = >=Üv Gas 2243 =0 prints
74 a

AIG ormuia XVe 4/8 Yaé
pa 0) 4 6=17,c=8, 4) Albac)= b-c

Æ ax6 caVor solulron 4/ 2 € SEEN es tu.aste ‘bave “2121005EVE neCraTeNon ueose - 5 a»
a = 23 1472 1 Cl24) = 5(1-4)

ar, Gé m2)
A2

a = -0-89, Oo- 56

HMEB. — Nov.8/.— B — A4 ÙAEB Nov 1933 A1



33.

(38) Car has à speed oX x km/h.
(a) Speed oY lorrg = (x-30) Amf,.
(b) Lime later = ostance - 20 Fours

PS64 car) Speed x ä

&) C/me cate = 20 Hours ;

(oy /orrg) X-3O

Time Faber Lay CAT 15 GC hours /ess Khan dure Caten
peer

Le forré.
x - 30 6Oo

é0 = 20 —- Lx æ-so  /0
malrplgmg hroughout Ly 10x(X-30)

P200/X-30) = 2002 — X(x-30)we have
L00X—E0O00 = 200% — X 4 3OX

X*_ 30x —-6000 =O, As reguired

Jolung Che above egualson AIG be Jornmaca
X= —6 + SE -Hac

æ2a
anere.- Q2= 1, 6= -30 ,C=-6000

XX SO E/ DOO + 240900
2= do/ 27506"
æ

æ= 293°:25 —-63-9

De Joeed Ÿ he lorrg = 293.9-30
= 63-93 bm[h

MEE Nov. 82 - A- 6€

(89 (a) N= A(Y-836)
O/a/ lowest maré = 36
new /owest mark (N3<)

Nac = A(3<-36)

old highest mark-6!
Den bighest mark (M)
Me, = A (61-36)
Nes = 100

<Unchanged mark (Na)
Nu = AUNU — 36)

Nue = LINu — AE
JAH = NU

Nu = MB

(2e + 3)* = 26
Ax" 4 2x +9 = 20
À x 4123 —I1= O ;, AS required

Jo solve Æ4x"412x-1/=0
(2x 4 3)? = 20

2x +3 = HO
22 14007 100

34/20
pÀ

x = 0-74, - 3-74

we wnle

1664AÂ.£B — June 83 -LB-A2



>
(40 ) (@)

P”-2g=3 @

pr = 2 ©

Yom ® es
Sabstiluting 70 sévare 2g=3Z

xe e- 2 3Z
2g'r3g-2 =&

(24 OSES
: 2g-/=0 or G1E=0

2=% or g=--2
Subs.mn © P-123 or p+4-3

54 or P= —/

* Solutions :- L=V,0=-2
or =4 =

(6) C= as à.Subshlul ne Lhe Gven vaiges Yor € ana a .-
#75 20 +46 GOda 135@Or2 8 = da 485 ——©

@-60 6:1 vb&

0.2 JSubs. 6 = L 17 ©20 ES
Ven
a =A

The Vormula can be aren -— 2 + 3x!
—

A£B —Jone 83-B- A4

36.

(41)
à y

Ci l 5
P (A Bc)

Be el

&+

cè
A2
ue

+ + + +10 = 4
W) Cooralrnales of P(ABc)

5 +0 16 M(54 6°6"75 to 10

coordnates of @(AB<c) :-6902 9-C FE
7hre sIngle Éransçormation represented 64 @ 15 a rolalson

of approx (+ /27),centre LAe OlgIm (0,0).
15 oblaned by measurement and Lhe centre by finding
Lhe point o/ 1n/ersechon Ÿ Che Perpernacuiar Lisechors
of AA2, B Br, CC. ÉMote- Angle of rofation = tan‘ -3)A

The angle

0) The Inverse malnx MP"

x (5 A
ribva

or XP=Q we have XK- ap(in general ; Lhis 15

Pot bhe same as P&)

x 4= #(5 2) - EE
X presents a rolatron of dan“ % = égprax(37 «

about origin (010)

AÂ.£ B - June &1- Modern — 7
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87.

(42)

4
eC(G,4)

(A ABC)
2 ÿ (3,2)

C(2,2) 4 B(C,2)

RE(DABC)VATEE ER (AA BC)
C1) (3j1) en

BA 5 :2 -—#4 ec pe

C3 A Se)
€ (VABC)

—2 4 —e(4,-2)

R (a ABC)—— The varous CrrlG-matiaes
AE AS Showr.

C4, ME(A ABC) represents
De Ad ABC uno,

(moe Chat Lys a.
he /mage

Éranshormabrars AE.
Arsé ; Nolloued 64 R)

RE(SABC) maps onde £R(IABC)
aroer ‘Be ESANSAl/o7 a»)
Ms he Caa /B/

Lima da) ‘ont (2,2)(3,0 ont (6,2) f 5 bas mater (2 2
(3,2) ont (6,4) .2eT1(, centre Lbe OUI1 Scale Vaclor = 2

es /S ErArgerer

C0.L Van. 43 — a +

ÉÉEJan
43

G2-6
38.

(43) (A) See graph below.

a ce 4 4 ( 4 1« 2 ( / ä Lans 47
The coorobnales are A‘(013), BU TE 47)

@
15. aA 1) (3 Is ÿC 14 (. 1 49010143 à

The Cooradinates are Al 331, 6°018,3) , C (9,6)
&. “

oO 5 10 1S OX

Taking Fhe area of JABC = 1 ont, BisThe area 0/ À ABC" = Delerminant °/ [ ;) x. /

={(0s«0-cx0} xl
_ 213

The area o/ A A"8"C“— Delermmantof p ) 3-l /

= {@xN-(-1«1} x 3

— 3x3 = 9
Katsos of areas = 1:31 3
l'éhe above could also, easily, be oblaimed by

d'etermarng the areas of ‘he érrangies )

VOL

Lune
82-82-1/



39.

&@4a)

or = (Ce) dns 1 15 À © < 360?
(2x6) xecæd) = (ac, b@o) with @ = aodhon

Produlo 360

© (2, /20) x (3,300) = (6, 60)

Suggests (10) 15 He 1Hentuly4 (a,6) & (4,8) 4 Clement #S Vo, aperabron += CA ,46)

/nverse 0/ (&s 776)
0n) (P19) x CZ ) Jéo-g)

= /,0) / ris 2 /90)

uv 6) 1x (3,70) = (6, 30)
: (Br, @@:0) = (6, 30)

I =€ 9 @ 70 = 30

= 2 & = -40+0, rade saso, --05700260 = 320 (OS 8 < 360)

W L(N8) x(1,8)] x (7,6) + (8,0)
3 (41, 88 Ant du soute0)
- (13, 6@60© 8) = (8e)

2.0 =0E » 38 (mod, 360) = O

= 2 V8 <= 9, dre, 726, ..:_8 LE 21 120, 240,

MES. ane 80- Modern 5eereES
40.

(45) (@)

Pihbe reaches D)

Pr “… &) =

0100Plus 4 G)71 #)ee 4
Pile . au.

&) Sum o/ He last Jour probabitres =/ Je, à certauntg
15 because hrs sur represents Be probabililg bat
Lhe molorist, raches etlber G, H,I or S, ubich 15 cerdaur.

Co) drth Be neu probabitittes y

Pilbhe reaches D) = Pxp)= p*
P (he reaches £) = (P*g) +1xp) = 2pg
P (he reaches F) = (gx 4) =g"

a) Et adé010 7 RIREdwlych 15 Lbe same as the sum 0he ansuers
Éc paré cos

Ë

vor me 42- 62-7



al.

(46) (@) Her the G'ven funcéions,

x (> L'Ax-à +06 2774RE
1->x a

A, = fs = 4=-(1-x) = ee1-X R T42{7 54-426 VER = (Es A

2 1-(0-x) x1-x
LR = fe 2—/-2 + 2) ja eu trueÀedM = 24 RM 40 102 8 A>, x _æ_ TR

Ah = EE 14 a= ao ane nd
2 44 _ 55 es À RAT24 =Pose, 7,94 — = X = àX-x+s AAx

C'usé 8 #
;

- ; &) alentilg Jynchon = z
c c EL, ue À id

|
(€) 1nverse of [= 4

ff |Ff CSA RG J /nverse ok =sie se à 14,4 |4 XÆ
parce

P4 LS094) 4h = )
v 1au pus 4 c

VOL June 82- B2-10

&
(an

4

=

fPre F5 +407 (a)
79 -/ #2
à & -p

#6). 35 = dép + A
=<Pp + 2€

OX = dP + Px
ss. 7? # 2 (AT)

- + B(E-P)

42.

P

25 MOV 4 YS

PY 15 equal and paralel Ce oT
0oY ” or

! XI

=

= os
X /Mes on OS and ox = os3

dx ax: 55— a = a. is doreé
sS 040 —%05+ s

0x = 4xs >,
ce - ;xs 2

Y.0L-Jan 83 -82-S



43.

(A8) For the sels Meynedl
@ F0 #= 9 &) MIR-H

C 60)
7 Halchbacks are nof “ AU balchbacks zremade 1m Great Grilaun red"

e
æ) Au MA

AU cars w1tb engunes grealer éhan 2 libres

@) us = àrt(e)
E M ;Ce

4)

95e
oO, 1 SE S

or —esaAVol Van 683 - 82 -7

ÉCEVen
s3S

-827PT

Capacily  Nnauve aulormatre (ransmission

44.

(49)
«=

S\
ve

of

double

decéer

buses

304

Yz
Ye

4

2esett. 41 æ
; oO vo 30 5o TE

No. of Single d'ecker buses
0) The Cao 1meguattéses are — 4 = æ and XFY 7 SO

20% + 604 = 24090
ve, 2% +4 39 = 420aTACm) he possible ord'ered Pairs are (30,20)

and (33, 18)

(mn Mmnumum number 0/ creumen Occursat 33 S1mg/e Decker and 18 double Hecher buses

5 SIA T6 6 9

A.EB— June 8! — Modern —- C



IT: X — (x-2)?
A x —> x+42

From graph Te

(a) GFUx) = #(x) aben x = 2,3
&) #02) = GCX)  Ghen x =-1,2

UV.0.L Van 23 — Bt = 14
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These highly successful revision aids each contain 50 questions
drawn from actual O level examinations with fully worked
answers. These books are specifically structured so that
students may read and attempt questions before referring to the
suggested answer. They are intended to help students about to
take examinations at O level.

OTCLSIEP16SCIE)
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